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Environment

Advisors: Jérémy Berthomieu1, Vincent Neiger2.

This internship will take place in LIP6, a joint lab between
Sorbonne Université and CNRS in Paris. The intern will
join a dynamical and scienti�cally ambitious team which
advises and co-advises Ph.D. students and postdoctoral re-
searchers from France and many other countries (currently
and recently: China, Germany, The Netherlands, Spain,
UK, USA, Vietnam, etc.). The intern will have access to of-
�ce space, to all the necessary software, and to computing
servers owned by the team.

This internship is particularly appropriate for students will-
ing to pursue a Ph.D. after obtaining their Master degree.

Context, scientific positioning

Modeling problems from biology, coding theory, combina-
torics, robotics or aerospace engineering relies on funda-
mental problems such as sparse multivariate polynomial
interpolation, multidimensional cyclic code decoding or
solving polynomial systems exactly over a �nite �eld or
rational numbers. Solving exactly a system of polyno-
mial equations 51 = · · · = 5< = 0 in variables G1, . . . , G=
over a �eld K comes down to computing a representa-
tion of its solution set, for instance through a lexicographic
Gröbner basis of the ideal spanned by 51, . . . , 5< . This is a
powerful tool and, generically, if the solution set consists
in �nitely many D points over an algebraic closure of K,
then this Gröbner basis is in the so-called shape position:
6= (G=) = 0, G=−1 = 6=−1 (G=), . . . , G1 = 61 (G=), deg6= = D.
While computing Gröbner bases is in general exponen-
tial in =, some Gröbner bases are easier to compute than
others. Indeed, the traditional strategy to obtain a lexico-
graphic Gröbner basis is in two steps. First, compute a
Gröbner basis of the ideal, for a total degree ordering using
Buchberger’s (1976) or Faugère’s F4 (1999) and F5 (2002) al-
gorithms. Then, apply a change of ordering algorithm on it
using the FGLM algorithm (Faugère et al. 1993) or its faster
variant, the Sparse-FGLM algorithm (Faugère and Mou
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2011, 2017). In the generic case, this step yields6=, . . . , 61 in
essentially O(D2) operations. This latter algorithm builds
a recurrent sequence from the input Gröbner basis and
�nds new recurrence relations satis�ed by this sequence as
kernel vectors of a highly structured matrix through dedi-
cated algorithms (Brent et al. 1980) when in shape position
and (Berthomieu et al. 2015, 2017; Berthomieu and Faugère
2018, 2022; Hyun et al. 2020; Sakata 2009) otherwise. Let
us notice that all these algorithms rely heavily on linear
algebra routines on structured matrices. Still, their com-
plexities are not satisfactory, mostly because the structure
of the matrices does not seem to be su�ciently exploited.

Internship Objectives

In this master internship, the candidate will investigate the
algebra and geometry of the variety de�ned by the systems.
In particular, we will investigate the block-shape position
situation, where the lexicographic Gröbner basis is of the
form

6< (~=2 ), . . . , 61 (~1, . . . , ~=2 ),
G=1 = ℎ=1 (~1, . . . , ~=2 ), . . . , G1 = ℎ1 (~1, . . . , ~=2 ),

for two blocks of variables G1, . . . , G=1 and ~1, . . . , ~=2 . In
examples where =1 is small compared to =2, the struc-
ture of the matrix we compute the kernel of is better-
understood than in the general case: it is quasi-Hankel.
Thus, a random vector of the kernel can be computed fast
(Bostan et al. 2007) using univariate polynomial arithmetic.
Yet, a full special basis of this kernel is needed to recover
6<, . . . , 61, ℎ=1 , . . . , ℎ1.

The student will study the exact structure of this matrix
depending on polynomials 6<, . . . , 61 in some special cases
but also in more general one. An implementation of these
algorithms in C is expected with a potential integration
into msolve (Berthomieu et al. 2021a,b), an e�cient library
for solving polynomial system solving.

Requirements

In order to carry out this project, the student is expected
to have good knowledge in polynomial arithmetic, linear
algebra and C implementation.
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